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Bio
MAURISA LI-A-PING IS...
a writer and educator raised by an Afro-Caribbean Womxn in Brooklyn, New York. She has work appearing
in Puerto del Sol, Up the Staircase Quarterly, WusGood Mag, Lunch Ticket, and more. She is a Scholastic
Art and Writing Awards recipient, Alumni Microgrant recipient, Poetry Pushcart Prize nominee along with
various other awards and scholarships. Maurisa has touched stages at the World-Famous Apollo Theater,
United Nations, Barclays Center, a host of college campuses and various other venues.Her dedication to
the intersection of poetry in higher education student affairs can be seen through her publications in
Celebrating Twenty Years of Black Girlhood: The Lauryn Hill Reader, The National Institute for
Transformation and Equity, Pan African Spaces: Essays on Black Transnationalism, and About Campus . 
Her commitment to her craft as scholarship has allowed her to present and perform at the staple Higher
Education Student Affairs Conferences held by the National Association of Student Personnel
Administrators, ACPA - College Student Educators International, the National Conference on Race and
Ethnicity in American Higher Education and more.
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https://www.maurisaliaping.com/


Educational Philosophy
                           the New York City youth art scene gave me a platform to write myself and other blaxk
queer womxn  into existence. With that experience, I use counter-narratives construct poems that
skillfully present blaxk queer womxn’s multifaceted joy, love, laughter, and sorrow. I say look, we (have)
live(d) and here is the truth from our mouth. My Blaxk Feminist writing practice, of writing blaxk queer
womxn into existence, is not only the subject of my work but also the method.                                   I
honor poetry as a culturally relevant student development tool for community building, teamwork,
identity growth, skill-building, conflict management, empowerment, activism and more. In my work with
students, I take an asset-based perspective in creating environments that position them as the
intellectuals of their lives, allow them to self-define themselves, highlight their common challenges and
honor their multifaceted identities. Through the collective living archive I create as a Writer and
Educator, I strive for our stories to shape a healing past, present, and future rooted in celebration and
coalition.

AS A WRITER,
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AS AN EDUCATOR,
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Notable
Performances &
Presentations
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PERFORMANCES
Barclay Center
New Amsterdam Theater
Skirball Center
United Nations
World Famous Apollo Theater
Bowery Poetry Club
Nuyorican Poets Cafe
Bloomington's 13th Annual African-American
History and Culture Celebration
New York Live Arts
Bloomington's Black y Brown Arts Festival
Ivy Tech John Waldron Arts Center
Writers Guild Spoken Word Stage
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.
St. John's University
St. Francis College
Monroe College
Indiana University

PRESENTATIONS
ACPA College Students Educators International
Convention
NASPA's Student Affairs Administrators in
Higher Education Conference
National Conference on Race and Ethnicity in
American Higher Education
National Conference on Student Leadership
Herman C. Hudson Symposium
Indiana Student Affairs Association Conference
Indiana University
Rhode Island Coalition for Educators of Color
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Select
Publications
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6:29AM, BELOW SEA LEVEL - UP THE
STAIRCASE QUARTERLY* 
You do not just part the ocean and find a dwarf
sperm whale, which is to say, Maurisa steadied her
heart rate, fractured herself vulnerable and walked
into the belly of  the whale.
*Poetry Pushcart Prize Nomination
 
ANOTHER BLACK BODY TAKES ON THE ROLE OF
NARRATOR - LUNCH TICKET
this poem is about a universe where Black Bodies
don’t make it to the bbq/some call it CP time, but I
know/this poem is about a universe where time aint
got no time for Black Bodies
 
ALL IN A DAYS WORK ; WILL THEY CHECK FOR
US/AFTER DEATH?  - PUERTO DEL SOL
11pm i got homework/my professor ask me to
rewrite a paper/to include my citations/i cite
myself/she said who said it, i say i did/she say who
else?/i..../almost invisible, almost gone

THE POWER AND POTENTIAL OF CULTURALLY
ENGAGING APPROACHES IN STUDENT AFFAIRS
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
Through creative and innovative learning methods,
like spoken word poetry, I am able to build a strong
connection to my community, coursework and
student affairs.

IN THIS UNIVERSE, BLK WOMEN ARE THE MOON
; WORDS OF AFFIRMATION - WUSGOOD MAG 
some folk wonder/ what it be like/to be the
moon/us Blk Women know
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SAWUBONA: I SEE YOU
Many of us walk through the world holding the beliefs that we are
unlovable, small, and unworthy. Through critical reflection, this workshop
develops a consciousness of shame and self-hate. We counter false
narratives by using poetry to honor ourselves from the inside out. We
curate ode poems to and for ourselves that says, I see you in all that you
are and I love you. This workshop is for participants looking to take up
space by activating radical self-love as a form of resistance, leadership
and healing.

STARTING WITH OUR LIGHT
When we think of who we are, we often start from a deficit by naming the things
we dislike about ourselves. Although there is great value in recognizing our
opportunities for improvement, this storytelling workshop seeks to develop our
sense of self by starting with our light. In this workshop, we will take an asset-
based perspective to ourselves by cultivating our stories from a place of praise.
We will explore what makes us unique, name our deepest desires and dreams,
and build community and confidence by sharing our stories with others.

SOMEBODY ALMOST WALKED OFF WID ALLA OUR STUFF:  A CHOREO POEM
A choreopoem is a delicate blend of poetry, music, dance, and drama. This
workshop foregrounds the choreopoem as an intricate tool for team-building.
Participants will embody Ntozake Shange’s work through multiple voices,
intentional movement, and theatrical strategies. This workshop will highlight
group dynamics, team strengths and opportunities for improvement.

THE GLO UP
For some folks, the glo up is solely a new outfit or hairstyle. This
workshop recognizes the glo up is a holistic journey of both external and
internal transformation. We prioritize the internal transformation by
engaging in skill-building activities that promote long-term self-
awareness, communication and community.

Sample Workshops
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Contact
MAURISALIAPING.COM

Looking to book Maurisa for a
workshop, consultation, lecture,
training, panel, keynote, poetry
performance or more? Contact me
at MaurisaLiAPing.com 
to discuss further details.
 

Booking
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